
NCAA Eligibility



NCAA Fast Facts

● 1,123 colleges and universities. 
● 98 voting athletics conferences.  
● Almost half a million student-athletes. 
● 19,500 teams. 
● 90 championships. 
● 24 sports. 
● Three divisions.
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The different divisions to choose from

Division I
--Biggest student bodies
--Largest athletic budgets
--Most athletic scholarships
--EX. Ohio State or Akron

Division 2
--Typically fewer students than Division 1
--Also less athletic budget
--More partial scholarships
--EX. Ashland or Findlay

Division 3 NAIA

--Largest of all the divisions –Similar to Division 3

--No athletic scholarships –Smaller schools with scholarships

--EX. Heidelberg or Wooster –EX. Shawnee St and Mount Vernon Nazarene
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What are the NCAA and NAIA Eligibility Centers?

❖ The NCAA Eligibility Center evaluates and certifies prospective student 
athletes for collegiate competition at Divisions I and II schools. 

❖ The focus is on: 
➢ Academic preparedness. 
➢ Sports participation. 
➢ High school courses. 
➢ Customer service. 

❖ Students who want to compete at NCAA Division I or Division II schools need 
to meet NCAA Eligibility Center.

❖ NAIA Site is truly the same thing.
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Eligibility Centers-NCAA and NAIA

–NCAA Eligibility Center
https://web3.ncaa.org/ecwr3/

–NAIA Portal
     https://play.mynaia.org/
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How do I become eligible to play college sports?

The rules differ based 
on divisions so we will
go through each.
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NCAA Eligibility Standards

--Graduate from high school

--16 Core Courses
--10 complete after junior year
--Of these 7 must be English,    
     Math, Social Studies, and     
     Science

--Minimum required GPA
--Minimum required ACT/SAT
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Classes that count as “Core” Classes in Division 1

▸ 4 years of English
▸ 3 years of Math (Algebra 1 or higher)
▸ 2 years of Science (1 year of lab)
▸ 1 year additional English/ Math/ Science
▸ 2 years of Social Studies
▸ 4 years of additional core from:

▹ Above areas
▹ Foreign language
▹ Philosophy or comparative religion
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Classes that count as “Core” Classes in Division 2

▸ 3 years of English
▸ 2 years of Math (Algebra 1 or higher)
▸ 2 years of Science (1 year of lab)
▸ 3 year additional English/ Math/ Science
▸ 2 years of Social Studies
▸ 4 years of additional core from:

▹ Above areas
▹ Foreign language
▹ Philosophy or comparative religion
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Approved Classes versus Non-approved classes

--Not all classes taught at AHS count as approved 
Common Core classes:

--Talk to your School Counselor to make sure you are
taking approved classes.
--EX. Sports Literature, Power Reading, Reading and Writing 

Through Games, and most online classes are not
approved classes
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Possible Academic Outcomes (Division 1 and 2)

▸ Full qualifier (competition, athletic aid, 
and practice 1st year)
▹ 16 core course in correct subjects
▹ Minimum GPA of:

▹ 2.3 for Division 1
▹ 2.2 for Division 2

▹ ACT score that fits the sliding scale
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Possible Academic Outcomes (Division 1 and 2)

--Academic redshirt (Athletic aid and
practice first semester).
--Must pass 9 semester hours the first semester

of college to continue practicing

 --Standards:
--16 common core classes
--Minimum GPA of 2.0 for Division 1 and 2
--ACT score that fits the sliding scale
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Possible Academic Outcomes (Division 1 and 2)

--Non-qualifier
--Not eligible to practice, compete, or

receive athletic financial aid their first 
year
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What do I do as a freshman? (Part 1)

GOAL: This is your athletic and academic skill development year.

**Keep in mind that the higher my academic record the greater my
   recruiting opportunities.

You are now officially a potential student athlete for your four years of high school.

1. Begin to prepare your list of target schools. This will probably change repeatedly 
over the next four years, but it is good to begin the process. Keep in mind a variety 
of things when picking these schools, not just their team:
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What do I do as a freshman? (Part 2)

1. Begin to prepare your list of target schools (continued):

a. Academic programs offered since professional sports are probably not how 
you will spend most of your life.

b. Size of school and level of competition. This one will require a little honesty 
on your part. Are you a Division 1 player? Do you think you are willing to put 
the work into becoming one? Would you be happier at a small school that 
will offer more opportunity to play?

c. Geographic location: How far away are you willing to go from home?
d. Keep in mind that even if you see yourself as a Division 2 athlete, but have a 

dream about Division 1 that it is OK to pick a “pie in the sky” school or two. 
This can be a fun dream that wakes you up to get your workout in every 
morning.
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What do I do as a freshman? (Part 3)

1. Start gaining knowledge about these schools. Remember that recruiting is not just 
about schools looking at you. They are just as much about you looking at them.

2. Consider creating a file system or spreadsheet for each potential school to keep 
track of information and communication. Keep your correspondence from each 
school separate so you know who has said things to you and what you have told 
them.

3. Take your school work seriously and seek help when needed.

4. Begin taking videos for your highlight reel. Collect stats for your recruiting resume. 
This will get better as you grow older, but showing growth is a good thing as well.
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What do I do as a sophomore? (Part 1)

GOAL: This is the year to gain a firm understanding of the 
difference between Division 1, 2, 3, NAIA, Community college, or 
club sports.

**Keep in mind that the higher my academic record the greater
        my recruiting opportunities.

1. This is a good year to set up a profile page on the NCAA Eligibility 
Center site. This is free to do and will get you started for when you fill out 
a full profile as a junior (which does cost money).
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What do I do as a sophomore? (Part 2)

1. Continue to meet with your School Counselor about classes that are appropriate 
to get you eligible to play in college. A list of AHS classes is attached on page 10 
of the NCAA handout.  

2. Keep working on that list of schools you started, or didn’t start, as a freshman. You 
now have a year of school in and may have more of an idea about possible 
majors, how far you might want to travel, and your skills to play.

3. Start looking at ACT/SAT test dates and preparing for these. You will get a free 
option during the spring of your Junior year, but might want to try it once before 
that in the fall to see how you will do. You can also take the PSAT during your 
sophomore year to get a little extra practice on standardized college testing.
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What do I do as a sophomore? (Part 3)

1. Begin to look at camps, showcases, league opportunities or anything during the offseason that 
might get your name out to coaches you are interested in. For example, if you are interested in 
Ashland University most of their teams do offseason camps at a lower level and a higher level. 
Those higher level camps are often by invite, but you can reach out to get those invites.

2. Begin to learn NCAA rules on evaluation periods, contact periods, quiet periods, and dead 
periods. These differ by sport and can affect your recruiting so the more you can learn the 
better. Definitions are on page 18-21 of the packet.

3. Keep working on your grades, your resume, and your highlight reel. These will get you noticed 
and add another reason for coaches to be interested in you.

4. Sit down with your guardians and let them know your plans, if they don’t already, so that they 
can be onboard and help you with the tough decisions.
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What do I do as a Junior? (Part 1)

GOAL: This is your year to go on unofficial visits, build relationships 
with potential coaches, and strengthen your recruiting resume. 
Between academics and athletics, junior year is an intense year that 
requires your focus.

1. Take the ACT/SAT and work on keeping your grades up. Your senior year will 
be a big recruiting year so your GPA at the end of this year will be what they 
see.

2. Start visiting schools you have an interest in. These are unofficial visits so the 
cost is yours. You can call ahead and schedule appointments with the 
coaches or university, but remember that these are unofficial visits so you are 
footing the bill.
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What do I do as a Junior? (Part 2)

1. At the end of your junior year, finalize your top few college choices. 
a. Remember that you want your choices to have a good fit both academically as 

well as athletically. 
b. Also take into consideration the time requirements that each division has and what 

you are willing to put in. College athletics is a demanding task. Make sure it is 
what you want to do before taking all of the effort.

c. Keep in mind that new schools could pop up your senior year and surprise you. 
Maybe a new coach comes in and loves you, or a coach you love transfers 
somewhere else. Be flexible as things change.

2. Sit down with your School Counselor at the end of the year and make sure you are 
setting class plans for your senior year that will prepare you for NCAA eligibility and 
college in general.
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What do I do as a Junior? (Part 3)

1. Sit down with your guardians and start making plans for how to make these 
decisions.

2. July 1st- According to NCAA regulations, coaches may now contact you directly. 
Remember to treat this like a business interview. The coaches will be nice, but 
remember that you are trying to impress them and they are trying to impress you. 
Make a cheat sheet to keep by your phone so you can highlight your skills without 
putting down others, bragging excessively, or being too casual like talking with a 
friend. Remember that the coaches are evaluating you on your athletic skills, your 
academic record, and your character.

3. Send a thank you note to each coach that you talk to. This will just be a little icing 
on the cake to their opinion of you.
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What do I do as a Senior? (Part 1)

GOAL: This is the year you 
celebrate all of your hard work. 
Your goal is to choose the school 
that offers you the very best 
academic, athletic, and overall fit. 
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What do I do as a Senior? (Part 2)

1. One thing you can do this year is schedule “official” visits if the school is interested 
in you playing for them. You can only take a certain number of visits so make sure 
you don’t waste any.
a. Some ideas for the visit:

i. Bring ID of some kind, cash, clothes, a towel, etc.
ii. You may have study tables while there so bring some work
iii. Be yourself. You are being evaluated by your host as to how well you 

might fit in so just relax and be you.
iv. Evaluate them as well. These are the people you will be playing with so 

you need to decide if you fit in as well.
v. Stay in touch with your guardians who are probably worried about you.

vi. Send a thank you note to the coach and your host after.
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What do I do as a Senior? (Part 3)

1. You will also sign this year and can talk to Mr. Goings to make it an event during Arrow Time or 
after school. Have fun with this because you have worked hard to get everything you wanted.

2. Keep your grades up. Remember that while you may have signed with one GPA, your final 
grades will be sent to the NCAA and the college after you graduate. These grades can still 
affect things for you.

3. Continue to manage your social media and your life. Too many players mess up their senior 
year and lose money or scholarship offers. Don’t let that be you due to a prank or a bad night.

4. Have a great year!!! This is the year you have been waiting for when you get to be the leader of 
your team. College sports are fun, but they are different from high school. This is the last 
season you get to play with the people you have known since you were young. Enjoy it.
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THANKS!
Any questions?
You can find me at hegrissi@goarrows.org or at 
419-289-7968 ext 3310.

mailto:hegrissi@goarrows.org

